COMPLETE SURGICAL CYTOREDUCTION REMAINS PIVOTAL IN ACHIEVING BETTER SURVIVAL OUTCOMES IN PATIENTS WITH ADVANCED OVARIAN CANCER WITH A BRCA1/2 GERMINE MUTATION IN THE PRE-PARP INHIBITOR ERA
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Introduction/Background Ovarian malignancies arising in patients with germline BRCA1/2 mutations are characterised by increased platinum sensitivity. It is not known if this feature should be considered when choosing between primary surgical and neoadjuvant therapy at the time of diagnosis. We hypothesised that patients with BRCA 1/2 germline mutations have a better response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy, and their surgery may be less extended to achieve a complete surgical cytoreduction. We aimed to compare pre-operative, intra-operative, and survival parameters between patients with and without a BRCA 1/2 germline mutation.

Methodology A total of 168 prospectively registered BRCA 1/2 typed women with a diagnosis of advanced ovarian cancer (AOC) at St James’s Institute of Oncology, Leeds, who underwent cytoreductive surgery following neoadjuvant chemotherapy between October 2013 and October 2018 were identified. Primary outcomes included progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS). Secondary outcomes included chemotherapy response score (CRS), performance status (PS) and residual disease (RD). Differences between BRCA-positive and BRCA-negative groups were analysed using Stata 13®. P < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

Results Patients with a complete surgical cytoreduction had longer OS compared to those with an optimal or sub-optimal cytoreduction (48 vs 31 months, p=0.0001). PS and CRS were independent predictors for PFS, irrespective of BRCA status (p=0.00001 and 0.00006). There was no significant difference between BRCA mutation carriers and non-carriers for mean PFS and OS (19 vs 18 months, and 50 vs 42 months, p=0.69 and 0.39, respectively). BRCA mutation carriers had no better chemo response or less extended surgery to achieve a complete surgical cytoreduction following neoadjuvant chemotherapy compared to non-carriers (p=0.67 and 0.5, respectively). In the subgroup of patients with a PS of 2 and those receiving single-agent chemotherapy, BRCA mutation carriers had shorter OS than non-carriers (RR 0.4 and 0.31, 95% CI 0.17–0.91 and 0.1–0.93, p=0.029 and 0.037, respectively). There was no significant difference between BRCA mutation carriers and non-carriers (BR 12.5 and 20.8, 95% CI 3.32–47.6 and 4.8–88.8, p=0.00 and 0.00, respectively).

Conclusion Complete surgical cytoreduction remains pivotal in achieving better survival outcomes in AOC women, irrespective of BRCA status. A survival benefit is unlikely for patients with poor PS, and those receiving single-agent chemotherapy. A favourable response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy or less extended surgery to achieve a complete surgical cytoreduction in patients with a BRCA 1/2 germline mutation could not be confirmed.
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Introduction/Background Accurate prediction of patient prognosis can be especially useful for the selection of best treatment protocols. Machine Learning (ML) can serve this purpose by making predictions based upon generalizable clinical patterns embedded within learning datasets. We hypothesised that use of ML algorithms could improve prognosis estimation in advanced high grade serous ovarian (HGSOC) patients. We aimed to compare the performance of two ML prediction methods for HGSOC prognosis, based on Area Under Curve (AU-ROC) performance for a 2-year prognosis period.

Methodology This was a retrospective analysis of 209 FIGO stage III-IV HGSOC women, who were scheduled for cytoreductive surgery in SJUH, Leeds between Jan 2015 to Dec 2018 with curative or life-prolonging intent. Support-Vector-Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbours (K-NN) were employed to model prognosis. The prognosis estimation problem was formulated as a binary classification problem. For the 2-year prognosis period, two groups were defined using patient survival information; patients who did not relapse or survived beyond two years were labelled in the positive class and patients who relapsed or died before reaching that period...
were considered in the negative class. The study was restricted to the most common prognostic variables and focused on predictive model comparisons. Dataset was split into training and test cohorts with repeated random sampling until there was no significant difference (p=0.20) between the two cohorts with respect to all variables.

Results 172 out of 209 patients with fully curated data were eligible for 2-year prognosis prediction analysis. 104/172 (60%) and 55/172 (32%) patients had disease recurrence or died of disease within two years, respectively. The variable importance for the 2-year progression free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) is shown in figure 1. A combination of good performance status, upfront cytoreduction and increased surgical complexity score best predicted 2-year PFS with an accuracy of 63% and 62.1% for the SVM and K-NN classifiers, respectively. SVM best predicted 2-year OS by a combination of Carboplatin/Taxol chemotherapy, low disease score, no residual disease, increased surgical complexity score, and upfront cytoreduction with an accuracy of 71.6% ( AU-ROC: 0.66) (figure 2).

Conclusion ML appears to be promising for accurate estimation of HGSOC prognosis. We provide evidence as to what combination of prognosticators leads to the largest impact on the HGSOC two-year prognosis. The cohort is currently expanding to further examine the short term vs long term contribution of the clinical variables from the comparative models.
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